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Guai Cao helped Yun chujiu heal her wounds with a frown. The wounds on Yun Chujiu’s body healed 

quickly. At this moment, the black bead in her Dantian started to jump again. Yun Chujiu felt the sharp 

pain in her Dantian and opened her eyes. She looked at the blood stains on her clothes and could not 

help but smile bitterly. It seemed that she was not dead. If she was resurrected, her clothes would be 

the same as when she first came in, it seemed that with her physique, it would not be easy for her to die 

even if she wanted to. Just as Yun Chujiu was complaining, a fishy smell came over. It turned out that 

another ghost-faced golden-backed centipede with an injured eye had followed the smell and chased 

after her. Yun chujiu narrowed her eyes. She had suffered a lot from these two smelly centipedes today. 

It was a good opportunity to vent her anger with this blind eye. As Yun Chujiu thought of this, the 

corners of her mouth curled into a nasty smile. She took out a bag of things from her storage ring and 

threw it at the ghost-faced golden-backed centipede. The ghost-faced golden-backed centipede sensed 

the wind and instinctively used its antennae to block it. The bag of things instantly exploded, and almost 

all the red powder inside fell on the ghost-faced golden-backed Centipede’s body. The ghost-faced 

golden-backed centipede immediately rolled on the ground in pain. Its eyes were already badly 

mutilated from the explosion. Yun chujiu sprinkled the bag of chili noodles on it, and the sour taste was 

simply fatal! Yun chujiu naturally would not let go of such a great opportunity. She released Xiao Heiniao 

and the others to continuously spit fireballs, and she also kept shooting purple needles.. Although the 

ghost-faced golden-backed centipede was very powerful, it could not see anything due to the injuries in 

its eyes. In addition, Yun Chujiu had a lot of bad ideas. After an hour, the ghost-faced golden-backed 

centipede was on the verge of death. Just as Xiao Heiniao was about to burn it to death again.., yun 

chujiu stopped it. “Xiao Hei, don’t kill it first. Take turns to keep an eye on it. If its injuries improve, burn 

it for me. But don’t kill it. I’ll take this opportunity to rest for two days. These days have been too tiring.” 

Xiao Heiniao and the other two nodded in agreement. Although the ghost-faced golden-backed 

centipede could spray venom, it only needed to stay out of its attack range. Yun Chujiu took out an all-

purpose tent from her storage ring. She lay inside and slept soundly. She had not rested for a moment 

these past few days. She was physically and mentally exhausted. Yun chujiu slept for two days and two 

nights. When she woke up, she ate a big meal. Only then did Xiao Heiniao spit out a fireball to burn the 

ghost-faced golden-backed centipede, which had been struggling for two days, to death. Outside the 

trial tower, teacher Mou had been staring at the changes in the trial tower. When he saw the seventh 

level light up, he was so excited that he couldn’t speak. He could only point at the trial tower with a 

trembling finger to signal for everyone to take a look. Everyone, including Dean Huangfu, felt that they 

must have had a very long dream. Yun Chujiu had actually reached the seventh level? Heavens, it had 

been thousands of years since anyone had reached the seventh level! How did Yun Chujiu do it? Some 

People’s thoughts were completely different from before. Back then, they had thought that Yun chujiu 

had overestimated herself by sneaking into the trial tower, and that she was sending herself to her 

death. But now, their thoughts were.., no Wonder Yun Chujiu had snuck in. It turned out that she was 

confident. She was truly bold with her skills! However, most people were still pessimistic. Although Yun 

Chujiu had reached the seventh level, it was definitely more difficult to start from the seventh level. Yun 

chujiu could probably only stay at the seventh level. 



 


